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klippel leiden university institute for psychological research & leiden institute for brain and cognition, leiden,
the netherlands hommel@fsw.leidenuniv geovista center, department of geography, the pennsylvania state
university, pa, usa klippel@psu abstract humans do not learn spatial layouts by making detailed mental
snapshots. in ... a law and geography perspective on the new haven school - comprehensive framework
of inquiry which would permit full advantage to be taken of expanding knowledge in the social and behavioral
sciences and the encouragement of the use of such a framework, flexibly and creatively, in specific inquiries
designed to further c. trade theory and natural resources - it is the goods embodying that resource that
are exchanged rather than the resource itself – as is the case with trade in “virtual water”. growing food where
water is abundant and trading it with areas lacking in fresh water has the potential to save water and to
minimize new investments in dams, canals, purification systems, desalination plants and other water
infrastructure. ricardo ... developing a carbon budget for the uk - a carbon budget is a set amount of
carbon that can be emitted in a given amount of time, either by the whole economy, or a pre-selected subpopulation or set of activities. the coordinative development strategies of the world economy abstract: this paper is designed to study the coordinative development strategies of the world economy based
on the world competitiveness ranking of the five giants in five continents: china in asia, russia in europe, south
africa in africa, the usa in the socio-economic situation in japan and policy direction ... - the socioeconomic situation in japan and policy direction 1. an outline of the current situation and issues signs of a
recovery can be seen in parts of the japanese economy, such as certain types of briefing note 5: income
inequality in africa - 2.4 variations in income inequality in africa: overall, southern africa is the most unequal
part of africa (figures 3 and 4). namibia, comoros, south africa, angola, botswana, inspection report
wollaston school - wollaston school is a large 11-18 comprehensive school. it has increased in size since the
last inspection from 1131 to 1280 students and is projected to cater for 1356 students1 in 2004. the school is
over-subscribed. this is a reversal of the situation prior to the last inspection. it serves a large area of
southeast northamptonshire. in recent years it has seen a change in the profile of ... tinkering and tailoring:
the reform of 14-19 education in ... - comprehensive reorganisation was started at a time when leas
enjoyed relative autonomy in fulfilment of their responsibilities set out in the 1944 education act. climate the
initiation of neoproterozoic “snowball ... - ploying the comprehensive coupled climate model ccsm3
(community climate system model version 3) for two re- alistic neoproterozoic continental conﬁgurations,
namely a low-latitude conﬁguration appropriate for the 720ma stur-tian glaciation and a higher southern
latitude conﬁguration reconstructed for 570ma but which has often been employed in the past to study the
later 635ma marinoan ... a preliminary approach to the regionalization of the ... - a preliminary
approach to the regionalization of the marine comprehensive economic region in liaoning province zhang yaoguang (institute of marine resources, liaoning normal university, dalian 116029, p. r. china) abstract: china is a
country with a vast marine territory whose area covers one third of the total land territory area. with the
exploitation of marine resources and the development ...
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